Aruze confirm support
Japan Gaming Congress

for

LONDON (6 May)
The inaugural Japan Gaming Congress (JgC) which is taking
place across 14th-16th May in Tokyo, continues to receive high
level support from gaming’s leading players following
confirmation that Aruze has joined its roster of influential
sponsors and supporters.
Aruze said: „We are excited about the new market potential for
gaming in Japan. We are pleased to support the Japan Gaming
Congress and be involved in a new event that opens up
discussion and debate with all the key stakeholders.“
.

JgC
Rory Credland, Clarion’s Senior Producer responsible for
delivering Japan Gaming Congress said: „We are delighted to
welcome an organisation such as Aruze which enjoys such a
world class reputation to our community of sponsors and
supporters. This news represents a major endorsement of the
event, which will feature over 30 speakers who are experts in
their respective fields. Japan Gaming Congress is the first
opportunity for gaming professionals to engage with a cross
section of opinion formers who will be active in helping to
shape the gaming landscape and implementing the IR model in

Japan. It represents a ‚must do‘ event for all commercial
organisations wanting to be part of this key new market.“
For more information on the Japan Gaming Congress and how to
attend visit www.japangamingcongress.com or contact
shane.mortimer@clarionevents.com
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About Aruze:
Aruze Gaming is a global entertainment company that designs,
develops, and manufactures slot machines and gaming devices
for the global casino market. Aruze Gaming’s principles are to
create fun and entertaining experiences, to build trust and
maintain global relationships to foster a strong gaming
culture, to provide quality products and content for all
customers while offering exceptional customer service, to be
socially responsible by supporting and encouraging responsible
gaming initiatives and to dream and challenge conventional
wisdom by thinking out-of-the-box with no compromises that
transcends not only on different industries and domain, but
also on generation and gender. Delivering excitement and
enjoyment is the ultimate objective of product development at
Aruze

